Subject: Delegation of Powers to Chief Engineer - Regional Officer (CE-RO)/ SE-RO/ ELO at MoRT&H Regional Office - Clarifications - Regarding.

Ref: Ministry’s letter no. RW/NH-24035/4/2008-P&G/ PIC (Vol. II), dated 23.02.2018

Madam/Sir,

Your kind attention to para 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 5.2 of the Ministry circular issued on subject above mentioned at reference, which are reproduced as under:-

"3.2. Non-major works i.e. NH(N) shall include works where the cost of the individual work including centages is up to Rs. 5.00 crore.

3.3. All FDR, PR, IRQP, strengthening and widening works where cost of the individual works including centages is more than Rs. 5.00 crore, shall be included under NH(M) i.e. NH-Major Works.

3.4. Further, all FDR, PR, IRQP and other strengthening works, where cost of the individual work including centages is up to Rs. 5.00 crore, shall be included under NH(N) i.e. NH-Non-Major Works.

5.2. For non-major works, the CE-RO/ SE-RO in consultation with the State Government will identify individual works to be taken up, and the provisions to be allowed in the estimate under non-major works within 1.5 times the allocation communicated by the Planning & Budget Division. The provision and estimated cost for works to be taken up, shall be communicated to the executing agency along with Technical Note by the CE-RO/ SE-RO, with a copy to the Ministry by the end of November every year."

2. It is further clarified in this context that sanction of all non-major works accorded under NH(O) or PR/ IRQP shall be within the overall Sanction Ceiling stipulated for such works from time to time and intimated by the Planning Zone of the Ministry. The CE-RO/ SE-RO of the Ministry may take up further necessary action accordingly for finalization of the overall amount of such non-major works to be sanctioned during the particular financial
year as per para 5.2 of the Ministry’s letter under reference in due consultation with concerned ADGs of the Ministry.

3. This issues with the approval of Secretary (RT&H).

Copy to:
1. All Technical Officers at the Headquarters
2. The Secretary General, Indian Road Congress
3. The Director, IAHE, NOIDA
4. All ROs and ELOs of MoRT&H
5. Dy. FA

Copy for information and necessary action to:
1. PPS to Secretary (RT&H), PS to AS, Sr.PPS to DG(RD) & SS, PS to Addl. Secretary(RT&H), PS to ASEFA, PS to all ADGs.
2. NIC- with the request to upload in the Ministry’s portal.

(L. Bohera)
Superintending Engineer (Planning)
planningmort@gmail.com